
 

Research on Effective Reading Instruction 
Why do many students have 

difficulty reading textbooks? How 

can we help students read to learn 

social studies? In the pages that 

follow, we examine the research on 

the challenge of reading textbooks, 

explain the direct, systematic, and 

explicit instruction needed to help 

students, and then show how 

Prentice Hall has responded to this 

research.  
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What is skilled reading? 

Recent research (Snow et al., 2002) suggests that skillful and strategic reading is a long-

term developmental process in which “readers learn how to simultaneously extract and 

construct meaning through interaction with written language.” In other words, successful 

readers know how to decode all kinds of words, read with fluency and expression, have 

well developed vocabularies, and possess various comprehension strategies such as note 

taking and summarizing to employ as the academic reading task demands.  

 

Many students lack reading skills 

Sadly, many secondary students do not have these skills. In the early years, students read 

mainly engaging and accessible narratives, such as stories, poems, and junior 

biographies. But in the upper elementary years, they shift toward conceptually dense and 

challenging nonfiction, or expository texts. It is no accident that the infamous “Fourth-

Grade Slump” (Chall, 2003, Hirsch 2003) —a well-documented national trend of 

declining literacy after grade four— occurs during this time. The recent National 

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, 2002) found that only 33 percent of eighth-

grade students scored at or above the proficient level in reading. Even students quite 

skilled in reading novels, short stories, and adolescent magazines typically come to 

middle school ill equipped for the rigors of informational texts or reading to learn. They 

tend to dive right into a social studies chapter as if reading a recreational story. They 

don’t first preview the material to create a mental outline and establish a reading purpose. 

They have not yet learned other basic strategies, including reading a section more than 

once, taking notes as they read, and reading to answer specific questions.  

 

The unique demands of textbooks 



 

The differences between textbooks and the narratives students are used to reading are 

dramatic. The most distinctive challenges include dense conceptual content, heavy 

vocabulary load, unfamiliar paragraph and organizational patterns, and complex sentence 

structures. Academic texts present such a significant challenge to most students that 

linguists and language researchers liken them to learning a foreign language 

(Schleppegrell, 2002). In other words, most secondary students are second language 

learners: they are learning the academic language of informational texts! 

 

Effective reading instruction 

Research illustrates that virtually all students benefit from direct, systematic, and explicit 

instruction in reading informational text (Baker & Gersten, 2000). There are three stages 

to the instructional process for content-area reading:  

1.) before reading: instructional frontloading;  

2.) during reading: guided instruction;  

3.) after reading: reflection and study.  

 

Before Reading 

Placing a major emphasis on preteaching, or “front-loading” your instruction—building 

vocabulary, setting a purpose for reading, and explicitly teaching students strategies for 

actively engaging with the text—helps you structure learning for the students to ensure 

their greatest success. Frontloading strategies are especially critical in mixed ability 

classrooms with English Language Learners, students with special needs, and other 

students performing below grade level in terms of literacy.  

 

During Reading 

In guided instruction, the teacher models approaches for actively engaging with text to 

gain meaning. The teacher guides students through first reading of the text using passage 

reading strategies and then guides discussion about content using participation strategies. 

 

After Reading 

During the reflection and study phase, the teacher formally checks for student 

understanding, offers remediation, and provides activities that challenge students to apply 

content in a new way. To review the chapter, students recall content, analyze the reading 

as a whole, and study key vocabulary and information likely to be tested. 

 

Evaluator’s Checklist 
Does your social studies program support reading to learn by-- 

• Embedding before, during, and after reading support into the student text. 

• Offering teachers with guidance in direct, systematic, and explicit reading 

instruction. 

• Providing integrated resources to support this reading instruction. 

• Incorporating specific instructional strategies to enhance students’ comprehension. 



 

Putting Research into Practice 
Prentice Hall enlisted the assistance of Dr. Kate Kinsella 

and Dr. Kevin Feldman to ensure that the new middle 

grades world history program would provide the direct, 

systematic, and explicit instruction in reading informational 

text needed to foster student success.  
 

Embedded Reading Support in the Student Text 
To help students rise to the challenge of reading an informational text, History of Our 

World embedded reading support right into the student text. 

 

Before students read 

Objectives set the purpose for what students will read. Target Reading Skill for the 

section is explained. Key Terms are defined up front with pronunciation and part of 

speech. 

 

During the section 

Target Reading Skill is applied to help students read and understand the narrative. Key 

Terms are defined in context, with terms and definitions called out in blue type. Reading 

Checks reinforce students’ understanding by slowing them down to review after every 

concept is discussed. Caption Questions draw them into the art and photos helping to 

connect the content to the images. 

 

After students read 

Section Assessment revisits the Key Terms, provides an opportunity to master the Target 

Reading Skill, and allows student to rehearse their understanding of the text through the 

Writing Activity. 

 

Reading Instruction in the Teacher’s Edition 
History of Our World offers teachers guidance in direct, systematic, and explicit reading 

instruction. The instructional sequence in the Teacher’s Edition explicitly guides you in 

the use of effective strategies in each stage of the instructional process. 

 

Before Reading 

Every lesson plan begins with suugestions that help you integrate frontloading strategies 

into your teaching. Build Background activates and builds prior knowledge. Set a 

Purpose for Reading prompts students to predict and anticipate content and motivates 

students to engage with the text. Preview Key Terms instructs students about Key Terms 

for vocabulary for understanding the text. Target Reading Skill models a reading strategy 

to help students gain meaning from the text. Vocabulary Builder gives teachers 

definitions and sample sentences to help teach high-use words. 

 



 

During Reading 
In the “Instruct” part of the lesson plan, you can use suggestions for getting students 

actively engaged in the text. Guided Instruction clarifies high-use words, applies a 

passage-reading strategy to promote text comprehension, and guides discussion to 

construct meaning. Independent Practice prompts students to reread and take notes in the 

graphic organizer provided to “rehearse” understanding. 

 

After Reading 

The lesson plan closes with specific strategies for the reflection and study phase after 

reading is completed. Monitor Progress monitors students’ note taking, and verifies 

students’ prereading predictions. Assess and Reteach assesses students’ recall of content 

and provides additional instruction if needed. Review Chapter Content promotes 

retention of key concepts and vocabulary. 

 

Integrated Reading Resources 
The History of Our World program was designed to provide the instructional materials 

needed to support the reading instruction as directed in the Teacher’s Edition. 

 

The All-in-One Teaching Resources provides extensive support for reading instruction. 

Reading Readiness Guide diagnoses student readiness to read the section. Target Reading 

Skill reinforces the skill taught in the section. Word Knowledge helps students assess 

their own knowledge of words used in the chapter, including recording definitions of high 

use academic words. Vocabulary Development enables students to gain familiarity with 

vocabulary used in the chapter. Guided Reading and Review provides support while 

reading and reviews key content. 

 

Section Reading Support Transparencies in the Transparencies help students understand 

main ideas and provide answers to the Note-taking graphic organizer for each section. 

 

Reading and Vocabulary Study Guide (English and Spanish) offers interactive 

reading instruction, vocabulary development, and section summaries of every section of 

the student text benefit less proficient readers and English language learners. 
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